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Contents:
Circular dichroism
Figure S1 contains single-wavelength melting profiles of Tel22, Tel22-Ber and Tel22-Palm and corresponding derative
curves.
Table S1 contains the thermodynamics parameters for the thermal melting of Tel22 and Tel22-Ber, and Tel22-Palm,
obtained from SVD analysis on CD data

Ultraviolet Resonant Raman Scattering
Figure S2 gives UVRR and DS spectra for sample Tel22 during a 30 – 90 °C temperature scan.
Figure S3 gives UVRR and DS spectra for sample Tel22-Ber during a 30 – 90 °C temperature scan.
Figure S4 gives UVVR and DS spectra for sample Tel22-Palm during a 30 – 90 °C temperature scan.
Figure S5 reports the intensity of the DS spectra as a function of temperature.
Figure S6 reports the experimental and therotical Raman spectrum of Tel22-Palm at ambient temperature, as an
example of the fitting procedure.
Figure S7 reports the global simultaneous fitting procedure by using a two-step law on a selection of Tel22 vibrational
peaks.
Figure S8 reports the global simultaneous fitting procedure by using a two-step law on a selection of Tel22-Ber
vibrational peaks.
Figure S9 reports the global simultaneous fitting procedure by using a two-step law on a selection of Tel22-Palm
vibrational peaks.
Table S2 contains the results from the global simultaneous fitting procedure on the relative intensity of selected
vibrational peaks.

Figure S1. Single-wavelength melting profiles of Tel22, Tel22-Ber and Tel22-Palm extracted, at the indicated
selected wavelengths, from the experimental CD data set. The CD curves taken at different wavelengths
display different temperature dependence. Panels (d), (e) and (f) represent the first derivative of melting
profiles curves in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. All these trends represent a signature of the presence of
intermediate states along the thermal unfolding path [S1].
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Table S1. Thermodynamics parameters for the thermal melting of Tel22 and Tel22-Ber, and Tel22Palm, obtained from SVD analysis on CD data. G1*, G2* and G3* are calculated at T=25°C. The
errors on G are determined as reported in Ref. [S2].

Figure S2. Raman spectra for sample Tel22 during a 30 – 90 °C temperature scan. Difference
spectra (DS) are also shown according to the sequence reported in the legend.

Figure S3. Raman spectra for sample Tel22-Ber during a 30 – 90 °C temperature scan. Difference
spectra (DS) and the berberine Raman spectra collected at the room temperature are also shown in
the figure as indicated in the legend.

Figure S4. Raman spectra for sample Tel22-Palm during a 30 – 90 °C temperature scan. Difference
spectra (DS) and the palmatine Raman spectra collected at the room temperature are also reported
in the figure as indicated in the legend.

Figure S5. Intensity of the DS spectra as a function of temperature for the representative residual
peaks centered at around 1307, 1335 and 1375 cm-1, respectively. It is clear that above the
temperature corresponding to the passage from the first to the second intermediate state, the
differences between the three systems intensify, particularly for the case of the Tel22-Palm in which
it is observed, from CD, an inversion (H vs P) between the most populated states.
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Figure S6. Experimental and therotical Raman spectrum of Tel22-Palm at ambient temperature.
Data analysis was performed using the minimum number (7) of gaussian functions. The cumulative
fitting curve together with the single components are shown to visualize the corresponding Raman
vibrations. Peaks from 1 to 7 on increasing frequency, are centered at about 1316, 1337, 1372, 1400,
1422, 1486, 1511 cm-1. These positions may differ by some cm-1 depending on the enviromental
sample conditions, and the assignments of the the group bands for human telomeres is reported in
Refs. [S3, S4].

Figure S7 Global simultaneous fitting procedure by using the two-step law of eq. S1 on the relative
intensity of peaks labelled as 1, 3, 6, and 7 (see Fig. S6) for Tel22: a unique melting temperature is
able to reproduce all the experimental trends. The results of the data analysis is reported in Table
S2.
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Eq [S1]

Figure S8 Global simultaneous fitting procedure by using the two-step law of eq. S1 on the relative
intensity of peaks labelled as 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (see Fig. S6) for Tel22-Ber: a unique melting
temperature is able to reproduce all the experimental trends. The results of the data analysis is
reported in Table S2.

Figure S9 Global simultaneous fitting procedure by using the two-step law of eq.S1 on the relative
intensity of peaks labelled as 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (see Fig. S6) for Tel22-Palm: a unique melting
temperature is able to reproduce all the experimental trends. The results of the data analysis is
reported in Table S2.
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Table S2 Results from the global simultaneous fitting procedure on the relative intensity of peaks
labelled as 1, 3, 6, and 7 for Tel22 (see Fig. S6), and 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 for Tel22-Ber and Tel22-Palm
(see Fig. S7-Fig. S8).
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